Lesson #T21: Your Public Voice I
Time: 50 minutes

FOR GROUPS

Overview
This is the first of a two-part series on learning to speak well to an audience. Youth practice basic skills for effectively
communicating a position or information to an audience. Each youth will learn how to prepare a short speech by creatively
brainstorming central ideas for an assigned topic, in a process called “bubble-mapping”. Youth move from bubble-mapping to a
speech outline, in just three minutes of preparation. Young people practice “thinking on their feet” and develop quick ways to put
their thoughts together.
The facilitator selects speech topics in advance. Three examples can be: “What you love about Thanksgiving”; “Your Spark”; “A
challenge you will address and your plan to get there.”
Young people then give their speeches to groups in session two.

Objectives
1. Build skills and confidence for speaking in front of an audience.
2. Immediately apply these skills to a short extemporaneous speech.

Materials
• Whiteboard/flipchart (to post speech topics)
• Simple egg timers or stopwatches––enough for each group to have one.
• Group Assignment Cut-outs (For assigned group and speaking order, label groups 1A, 1B, 1C, 2A, 2B, 2C etc.
Labels stand first for group identifier and second for speech order in the group.)
• Video Clip: Tips for Speaking
• Handout: Preparing for a Speech
Handout: Speaking Tips
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Lesson Outline
ENROLL
(5 min)

Door Greeting

Warm-up Quote

Lesson Description
Build relationships with young people as they walk in the door, by using Four-at-theDoor! (Name, eyes, hand, heart)
Ask:
• How many of you are comfortable talking in front of groups?
• For those of you who are comfortable or uncomfortable, why?
Facilitator gives youth roughly two minutes to consider the quote.
Today’s Quote:
Say:
• There are some proven techniques for speaking that can help you calm your nerves. You
will find that this skill is something you will use throughout your life, from a classroom
report to a job interview, or maybe even giving testimony in front of a judge or at a U.S.
Senate Hearing.
• I thought you’d enjoy learning them from this crazy guy called Ian. Ian joined a debate
team in college, where he and his team are given topics and a point of view, and they
have just a few minutes to prepare and then debate their view against another college
team. Debate is competitive just like a sport.
• We’ll watch a video of Ian giving tips on speech preparation.

LEARN &
LABEL
(25 min)

Tips for Speaking
Video Clip:
(4.38 min)
Bubble Maps &
Brainstorming a
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Speaking Skills:
Facilitator distributes handouts (Preparing for a Speech and Speaking Tips) and plays the
first half of the video clip: Public Speaking Tips, introducing youth to speech preparation.
Brainstorming:
Facilitator demonstrates how to use “bubble maps” to brainstorm a topic. Facilitator draws a
bubble map on the whiteboard/chalkboard/flipchart and encourages youth to add bubbles by
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Topic
Writing an outline

volunteering ideas that have associations with the chosen topic.
Outlining:
When the bubble map is complete, facilitator shows youth how to create a very simple outline
that they can hold while speaking. (Note handout illustration.) Facilitator asks youth to take
out a sheet of binder paper and fold it down to ¼ size. Facilitator instructs youth to write the
following sections, evenly spaced on their hand-sized sheet:
Intro
#1
#2
#3
Conclusion

EXPERIENCE
(20 min)

“Preparation for
3-Minute Speech

Group assignments
Topic Assignments

Explaining the Exercise:
(Option: Young
Facilitator hands out cut-out squares of paper to each youth, with his/her assigned group and
speaking order.
Say:
• Form groups of three. Each individual in the group will have a different topic- either A,B,
or C. You will be preparing to speak to your group.
• Each of you will have three minutes for preparation. Plan delivery of a three-minute
speech.
• Your speech will be timed. You should try to completely fill the three-minute speaking
time, without running either short or long.
• Concentrate and yet don’t get worried about the short timing. This exercise is designed to
give you an experience of speaking, and a sense of how helpful a little time structuring
your thoughts can be.
Preparing in Groups (of three):
Say:
• I am giving each of you a square of paper with a number and letter on it like this: 3B. The
number is your assigned group. The letter is your speaking order: A, B, or C.
Facilitator tells each group number where to assemble and gives each group a timer.
Facilitator then displays an overhead with three lists of topics. Topics are decided upon in
advance. Three examples can be: Your favorite holiday; Your Spark or an interest you want
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to pursue; A challenge you have and your plan to address it.
Say:
• Youth with an A square choose from the A list of topics, etc.
• You have 3 minutes of preparation. Use the first minute to prep with the bubble-map; use
the second two minutes is to fill in the blanks, on your outline.
Activity Begins: Facilitator then starts a four-minute timer, letting youth know when the
two minutes has expired.
Part I: Bubble-Map
(1 min)
Part II: Outline
(2 min)
REFLECTION

Closure

Say:
• Okay, go ahead and start your bubble-map.
• You have two more minutes. Time to switch from bubble-map brainstorming to making
your outline.
• Time is up. Let’s collect all this work and we’ll pick up where we left off, when I see you
next time.
Ask:
• What do you think about the preparation process? Were you surprised by how much you
could organize your thoughts in just a few minutes?
Say:
• I appreciate the effort that I saw today, as you tried a new challenge.
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